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I a Draw and explain the operation of sodium vapou lamp with neat diagram and Ll 6M

enumerate its advantages and disadvantages.

b A lamp having a uniform cp of 100 in all direction is provided with a reflector which L2 6M

directs 60Yo of the light uniformly onto a circular area of 10m diameter. The lamp is

hung 5m above the area. Calculate the illumination at the center.

OR

2 a Explain with sketch the principle and operation of fluorescent lamp. L3 6M

b Write short notes on flood lighting. L2 6M

3 a What are the different types of heating? Write advantages of electric heating. Ll 6M

b A low frequency induction furnace whose secondary voltage is maintained constant at L3 6M

10 volts, takes 400 kW at 0.6 pf, when the hearth is full. Assuming the resistance of

the secondary to vary inversely as the height of the charge and reactance to remain

constant, height up to which the hearth should be filled to obtain maximum heat.

OR

4 a Write briefly about ultrasonic welding and defects in welding process. L3 6M

b Differentiate between A.C and D.C welding. Discuss about the techniques used for L2 6M

arc welding.

5 a What is the Classification of Electrical Drives?

b What are the advantages and disadvantages of Electric drives?

OR

6 What is individual drive, group drive and multi motor drive? Explain with suitable L3 12M

examples.

(Answer all Five Units 5 x 12 = 60 Marks)
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7 a Compare A.C traction with D.C traction with necessary examples. L2 6M

b Explain about the different methods of electric braking systems in the case of traction. L3 6M

OR

8 a Discuss the speed-time curves for urban service. L2 6M

b A sub urban electric train has a maximum speed of 70 km/h. The schedule speed L3 6M

including a station stop of 30 sec in 45 km/hr. If the acceleration is 1.5 km/hr/sec.

Find the value of retardation when the average distance between stops is 600 m.

9 a What is the tractive effort for propulsion of a train on level track? Ll 6M

b What is the tractive effort for propulsion of a train up and down a gradient? Ll 6M

OR

10 A 100-ton weight train has a rotational inertia of l0%. This train has to be run between L3 12M

two stations that are 3 km apart and has an average speed of 50 km/hr. The acceleration

and the retardation during braking are 2 kmphps and 3 kmphps, respectively. The

percentage gradient between these two stations is 1% and the train is to move up the

incline the track resistance is 50 N/ton, then determine: 1. Maximum power at the

driving axle.2. Total energy consumption. 3. Specific energy consumption.

{< {. {< END 'l. 
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SECTION - A

(Answer all Five Units 5 x 10 = 50 Marks)

a What is asymmetric information?

b ooThe scope of managerial economics is concerned with micro economics".

Discuss.

OR
Write about the relationship of managerial economics with other disciplines.

a What is Demand forecasting? Explain the various methods.

b Discuss law of demand with example.

OR
What is Demand elasticity? And explain factors affecting the elasticity
Demand.
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Explain production function and its importance in economics.

OR
a What is Economies of scale? Give a short note with an example.

b Describe the Iso-quants and Iso-costs with examples.

a Explain Monopoly market with examples.

b What is Monopolistic Competition Market? Explain its features.

OR
What is Market structure? Explain about pricing practices in market.

luNIr:Vl
Define the Macro economics. Explain its importance in managerial L1

economics.

OR
10 What is inflation and anti-inflation? Explain the causes and effects of L1 10M

Infl ation and anti-infl ation.
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SECTION - B
(Compulsory Question)

1l I x 10 = l0 Marks
The freezing cold spell at the beginning of 2010 not only increased demand for road salt, (see the
additional case study for chapter 6) but it increased demand for gas in the UK. Usage reached 454
cubic metres; the previous record was 449m set in January 2003. The National Grid which is

responsible for energy in the UK issued several warnings in a matter of days that demand could
outstrip supply and asked supplier so increase the supply. The National Grid also told rnajor gas

users, such as power plants, to reduce demand.

Big generators, such as E.On, have both gas-fired and coal-fired power stations and are able to
choose between the two. In total, 27 large gas users were asked to switch - 12 in the East

Midlands and 15 in the North West.

Questions:
1. Illustrate the effect of the cold spell on the demand for gas using a demand curve diagram.

2. Illustrate the effect of the National Grid instructing major gas users to reduce their demand.

3. Analyses two other factors that you think influence demand for gas.

4. Do you think demand for gas is price elastic or price inelastic? Explain your reasoning.
,rrs* END **:t
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